A measurement is performed of the cross section of top quark pair production in association with a W or Z boson using proton-proton collisions at a center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV at the LHC. The data sample corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 35.9 fb −0.10 (syst) pb. The expected (observed) signal significance for the ttW production in same-sign dilepton channel is found to be 4.5 (5.3) standard deviations, while for the ttZ production in three-and four-lepton channels both the expected and the observed significances are found to be in excess of 5 standard deviations. The results are in agreement with the standard model predictions and are used to constrain the Wilson coefficients for eight dimension-six operators describing new interactions that would modify ttW and ttZ production. 
Introduction
The 13 TeV center-of-mass energy of proton-proton (pp) collisions at the LHC opens the possibility for studying the processes at larger mass scales than previously explored in the laboratory. The top quark-antiquark pair (tt) produced in association with a W (ttW) or Z (ttZ) boson is among the most massive signatures that can be studied with high precision. The theoretical cross sections at next-to-leading order (NLO) in quantum chromodynamics (QCD) for ttW and ttZ production at √ s = 13 TeV are about 3-4 times higher than those at 8 TeV [1] . This, coupled with the higher integrated luminosity collected at 13 TeV collisions, allows for a much more accurate study of these processes. Precise measurements of the production cross section for ttW and ttZ are of particular interest because these topologies can receive sizeable contributions from new physics (NP) beyond the standard model (SM) [2, 3] . Furthermore, these processes form dominant backgrounds to several searches for NP, as well as to the measurements of SM processes, such as tt production in association with the Higgs boson (ttH). In addition, ttZ production is the most sensitive process for directly measuring the coupling of the top quark to the Z boson. The Feynman diagrams for the dominant production mechanisms of these processes are shown in Fig. 1 , to which the charge-conjugate states should be added. The ttZ cross section was measured by the CMS collaboration at √ s = 7 TeV with a precision of ≈ 50% [4]. At √ s = 8 TeV CMS used multivariate techniques in events containing two, three, or four charged leptons to measure the ttW and ttZ cross sections with a precision of 30 and 25%, respectively [5, 6] . The ttZ process was observed with a significance of 6.4 standard deviations, and evidence for ttW production was found with a significance of 4.8 standard deviations. The ATLAS Collaboration analyzed events containing two and three charged leptons for its ttW measurement, and using two, three, and four charged leptons for the ttZ channel, achieving a similar precision [7] . In a more recent publication, the ATLAS Collaboration reported the first measurement of the ttW and ttZ production cross sections at √ s = 13 TeV [8] with a significantly smaller data set than the one considered here.
In this paper we present measurements of the ttZ and ttW production cross sections at √ s = 13 TeV with a data set corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 35.9 fb −1 . The measurements are performed using events in which at least one of the W bosons, originating from a top quark decay, further decays to a charged lepton and a neutrino, and the associated W or Z boson decays to a charged lepton and a neutrino or a charged lepton pair, where the charged lepton ( ) refers to an electron or a muon. The contribution from τ leptons are included through their decays to electrons and muons. The analysis is performed in three exclusive final states, in which events with two leptons of same charge, denoted as same-sign (SS) dileptons, are used to extract the ttW signal, while events with three or four charged leptons that include a lepton pair of opposite charge and same flavor (OSSF) are used to measure the ttZ signal yield. In addition to the individual ttW and ttZ cross section measurements, a fit is performed in all three final
The theoretical cross sections for the ttW and ttZ signal processes are computed at NLO in QCD using MADGRAPH5 aMC@NLO and found to be 0.628 ± 0.082 and 0.839 ± 0.101 pb [1] , respectively. These values are used to normalize the expected signal yields, as well as to rescale the measured signal strengths to obtain the final cross sections. In the calculation for ttZ, the cross section corresponds to a phase space where the invariant mass of all pairs of leptons is required to be greater than 10 GeV.
Event reconstruction uses the CMS particle-flow (PF) algorithm [28] for particle reconstruction and identification. Because of PU, there can be far more than one collision vertex reconstructed per event. The reconstructed vertex for which the sum of the p T of the physics objects is largest is chosen to be the primary pp interaction vertex. The physics objects here are the objects obtained by a jet finding algorithm [29, 30] applied to all charged tracks associated with this vertex, plus the missing transverse momentum (p miss T ), which is computed as the magnitude of the vector sum of the p T of all PF candidates.
Leptons are required to have p T > 10 GeV and |η| < 2.5 (2.4) for electrons (muons) and must be isolated from the other particles produced in the collision. A relative isolation parameter, I rel , is determined by a cone-based algorithm. For each electron (muon) candidate, a cone of ∆R = √ (∆η) 2 + (∆φ) 2 = 0.3 (0.4) is constructed around the track direction at the event primary vertex, where ∆η and ∆φ are the respective differences in pseudorapidity and azimuthal angle (in radians) relative to the lepton track. The scalar sum of the p T of all PF particles within this cone is calculated, excluding the lepton candidate and any charged particle not originating from the selected primary vertex. Exclusion of such particles removes the PU contribution from the charged particles, and a correction is therefore still required for the neutral component. The average energy density deposited by neutral particles in the event, computed with the FASTJET [30, 31] program, is therefore subtracted from the neutral component to the sum of the p T of particles in the cone. The quantity I rel is then defined as the ratio of this corrected sum to the p T of the lepton candidate. An electron candidate is selected if I rel < 0.1 for all three analyses, while a muon candidate is selected if I rel < 0.25 for the three-and four-lepton analyses, and if I rel < 0.15 for the SS dilepton analysis. Consistency of the origination of the lepton from the primary vertex is enforced by requiring lepton transverse and longitudinal displacements from the primary vertex to be less than 0.05 and 0.1 cm, respectively. Additionally, the transverse impact parameter is required to be smaller than 4 standard deviations, where the impact parameter is the minimum spatial distance between the lepton trajectory and the primary vertex.
Jets are reconstructed by clustering PF candidates using the anti-k T algorithm [29] with a distance parameter R = 0.4. The influence of PU is mitigated through a charged-hadron subtraction technique, which removes the energy of charged hadrons not originating from the primary vertex [32] . Jets are calibrated in simulation, and separately in data, accounting for energy deposits of neutral particles from PU and any nonlinear detector response. Calibrated jets with p T > 30 GeV and |η| < 2.4 are selected for the analysis. Furthermore, jets formed with fewer than three PF candidates or with electromagnetic or hadronic energy fractions greater than 99% are vetoed. A selected jet can also overlap with selected leptons and lead thereby to some double counting. To prevent such cases, jets that are found within a cone of ∆R = 0.4 around any of the signal leptons are removed from consideration.
A multivariate b tagging discriminator [33, 34] is used to identify jets that originate from the hadronization of b quarks (b jets). The selection criteria used in this analysis gives about 1% rate for tagging light-quark or gluon jets as b jets and a corresponding b tagging efficiency of around 70%, depending on the jet p T and η.
Event selection

SS dilepton analysis
We measure the production rate of ttW events in the decay channel that yields exactly two leptons with the same charge. Requiring the same electric charge for the two leptons retains only one third of the signal in the dilepton final state. However, this selection significantly improves the signal-to-background ratio, as SS lepton pairs are produced in SM processes with relatively small cross sections. The main backgrounds to this analysis originate from misreconstruction effects: misidentification of leptons from heavy-quark decays, hereafter called nonprompt leptons to distinguish them from prompt leptons originating from W and Z boson decays, and mismeasurement of the charge of one of the leptons in events with an oppositely charged lepton pair.
We select events with two SS leptons (µµ, µe, ee), requiring the p T of both leptons to be above 25 GeV. To avoid inefficiencies due to the trigger selection in the ee channel, the electron with higher p T is required to have p T > 40 GeV. Events containing additional leptons passing looser identification and isolation requirements are vetoed. These loose identification and isolation criteria are the same as used to estimate the nonprompt background in data (see Section 5). The invariant mass of the two leptons must be greater than 12 GeV to suppress Drell-Yan (DY) and quarkonium processes. To suppress Z → e + e − events, the invariant mass of the two electrons is required to lie outside the 15 GeV window around the Z boson mass M(Z) [35] , followed by the requirement that p miss T > 30 GeV.
In order to distinguish these backgrounds from the signal, a multivariate analysis (MVA) has been developed. The MVA has been trained using the ttW signal and the main background process, using events with at least two jets, one or more of which are identified as b jets. Among the observables examined as inputs to the MVA training, the following are found to provide the best discrimination between the signal and background: the number of jets, N j , the number of b jets, N b , the scalar sum of p T of the jets, H T , p miss T , the highest-p T (leading) and the lowest-p T (trailing) lepton p T , the invariant mass calculated using p miss T and p T of each lepton, M T , the leading and next-to-highest-p T (subleading) jet p T , and the separation ∆R between the trailing lepton and the nearest selected jet.
A boosted decision tree classifier with gradient boosting [36] is used as the MVA discriminant, and simulated events are split into equal training and testing samples. Figure 2 shows the kinematic distributions of variables used in the MVA, and Fig. 3 displays the output of the boosted decision tree classifier (D) for all background sources and the signal, scaled to the integrated luminosity of the analyzed data samples.
Events with D > 0 are selected to suppress the background from nonprompt leptons, and, for final signal extraction, they are split into two categories: 0 < D < 0.6 and D > 0.6. These values are optimized to achieve the best expected sensitivity for ttW. Furthermore, the number of jets and b jets are also used to form five exclusive event categories that maximize signal significance. The categories are formed using events with N j = 2, 3, and >3. The latter two categories are further split according to the number of b jets, N b = 1 and N b > 1. Events with D < 0 are also used in the signal extraction procedure to constrain the uncertainties in the nonprompt lepton background.
Each of these categories is further split into two sets according to the total charge of the leptons: + + or − − . This increases the sensitivity to the charge-asymmetric production of the signal (ttW + vs. ttW − ) resulting from the pp nature of the collision at the LHC, while the main backgrounds yield charge-symmetric dileptons. In total, we form 20 exclusive signal regions. 
Three-lepton analysis
The production rate of ttZ events is measured in the final state with three leptons.
We select events that contain exactly three leptons (µµµ, µµe, µee, or eee), requiring the leading, subleading, and trailing lepton p T to be above 40, 20, and 10 GeV, respectively. To reduce backgrounds from multilepton processes that do not contain a Z boson, we require at least one OSSF lepton pair with invariant mass, M( ), consistent with the Z boson hypothesis, namely |M( ) − M(Z)| < 10 GeV.
Signal events are expected to have at least four jets, two of which originate from b quarks. When the events pass the jet and b jet requirements defined in the previous section, one obtains a sample of events enriched in signal, with minimal background contribution. However, nearly 70% of the signal events fail the requirement of having four jets with two of them identified as b jets. We therefore make use of lower jet and b jet multiplicities to form nine exclusive event categories to include a larger fraction of the signal events. These nine categories are formed using events with N j = 2, 3, and > 3, where each jet multiplicity gets further split according to the b jet multiplicity, N b = 0, 1, and > 1.
Despite the larger background contamination, the N j = 3 categories, especially in bins with larger N b , improve the signal sensitivity, as this category recovers signal efficiency for the jets that fall outside the acceptance. The N j = 2 category provides a background-dominated region that helps to constrain the background uncertainties. We use all nine signal regions to extract the signal significance and the cross section.
Four-lepton analysis
In addition to the three-lepton final state, events with four leptons are exclusively analyzed for the measurement of the ttZ production rate.
The ttZ events in this channel are characterized by the presence of two b jets, p miss T , and four leptons, two of which form an OSSF pair consistent with the Z boson mass. The event selection is optimized to obtain high signal efficiency in simulation in order to profit from low expected background yields. Events with exactly four leptons that pass the lepton identification and isolation requirements described in Section 3 are selected. The leading lepton must have p T > 40 GeV and the p T of the remaining three leptons must exceed 10 GeV. The sum of the lepton charges must be zero, and the invariant mass of any lepton pair is required to be greater than 12 GeV. At least one OSSF lepton pair with an invariant mass |M( ) − M(Z)| < 20 GeV must be present in the event. Events with µµµµ, eeee, and µµee final states, in which a second OSSF lepton pair consistent with the Z boson mass is found, are rejected. Events containing two jets are selected and split into two categories for signal extraction: one with zero b jets and the other with at least one b jet.
Background predictions
Background due to nonprompt leptons
Nonprompt leptons, i.e. leptons from heavy-flavor hadron decay, misidentified hadrons, muons from light meson decays, or electrons from unidentified photon conversions, are strongly rejected by the identification and the isolation criteria applied on electrons and muons. Nonetheless, a residual background from such leptons leaks into the analysis selection. Such backgrounds are mainly expected from tt production, in which one or two of the leptons originate from the leptonic W boson decays and an additional nonprompt lepton comes from the semileptonic decays of a b hadron, as well as from Z → events containing an additional misidentified lepton. These backgrounds are estimated using a data-based technique. From a control sample in data, we calculate the probability for a loosely identified nonprompt lepton to pass the full set of tight requirements, designated as the tight-to-loose ratio. For loose leptons we choose a relaxed isolation requirement, I rel < 1, and additional electron identification requirements on the variables that distinguish prompt electrons from hadrons and photons which are misidentified as electrons. The tight-to-loose ratios are measured in a data control sample of QCD multijet events that are enriched in nonprompt leptons. This control sample consists of events with a single lepton and at least one jet, where the lepton and jets are separated by ∆R > 1. We suppress the prompt lepton contamination, mostly from W+jets, by requiring p miss T < 20 GeV and M T < 20 GeV, where M T is the transverse mass constructed using p miss T and the selected lepton. The residual prompt lepton contamination is subtracted using estimates from MC simulation. This subtraction is relevant only for the high-p T leptons, and its effect on the total estimated background does not exceed a few percent. These tight-to-loose ratios are parametrized as functions of the η of the leptons and p cor T , with the latter calculated through corrections to lepton p T as a function of the energy in the isolation cone. This definition has no impact on the p T of the leptons that pass the isolation requirement, but modifies the p T of those that fail, and extract thereby a more accurate value of true p T [37] . The tight-to-loose ratios are then used together with the observed number of events in sideband regions. These sideband regions contain events that pass full event criteria in each analysis region, except that at least one of the leptons passes the loose selection but does not pass the tight selection. Each event in this region is assigned a weight as a function of the p T and η of the loose lepton to account for the probability of the lepton to pass the tight selection.
We validate this technique using simulated events. The tight-to-loose ratios are first measured for electrons and muons in simulated multijet events, and applied in simulated tt and Z+jets events in the same way as in data, to extract predictions for the nonprompt background contribution. These predictions agree very well with the observed yields in simulation, not only for the integral yields, but also for distributions in all kinematic variables used to form the analysis regions, including the boosted decision tree output D. Additionally, data control regions used in the signal-extraction regions and enriched in processes with nonprompt leptons, are formed to check any other potential sources of mismodeling. For the SS dilepton channel, we use the region with D < 0. Figure 4 shows the predicted background and observed data yields versus N j and the p T of the trailing lepton. Events in this region are also used in the signal extraction procedure for ttW. The potential systematic effects for the extrapolation from D < 0 to D > 0 are studied in simulation and found to be negligible compared to other sources of uncertainty. For the three-lepton channel this control region is defined by either the absence of an OSSF lepton pair, or by the presence of an OSSF, with its invariant mass being at least 10 GeV away from M(Z), and with at least one b jet present. This region is dominated by tt events in which both W bosons decay leptonically and an additional nonprompt lepton is present. Figure 5 shows the predicted and observed yields versus the flavor of the leptons, p miss T , N j , and N b . Both of these control regions show very good agreement between predicted and observed yields and for kinematic distributions that are relevant for the signal extraction.
Based on the extensive aforementioned validation in both data and simulated control samples, we conclude that a systematic uncertainty of 30% is appropriate for the prediction of the background from nonprompt leptons. The statistical uncertainties due to the limited number of observed events in the sideband regions of data are taken into account, and are often found to be larger or comparable to the systematic uncertainty. 
Background induced by the mismeasurement of the lepton charge
The charge mismeasurement rate for muons is negligible and background is significant only for the channels with at least one electron. This background is estimated with a partially databased approach. The opposite-charge ee or eµ data events passing the full kinematic selection are weighted by the p T -and η-dependent electron-charge misidentification probabilities. These probabilities are obtained from MC simulation. rates in data and in DY simulation are in good agreement and vary from 4 × 10 −5 for low-p T electrons in the barrel region to 4 × 10 −3 for high-p T electrons in the endcap.
The process contributing to this category of background in signal regions is primarily tt production. Based on the agreement in the charge mismeasurement rate between data and MC events, and the simulation studies of charge misidentification rate comparison between tt and DY MC events, we assign a 20% systematic uncertainty in the estimation of this background [38] .
Background due to WZ production
Kinematic distributions for the background from WZ events are taken from simulation. This background has the highest expected yields in the analysis region with no b-tagged jets. The data used for this analysis contain a substantial number of WZ events that can be isolated and compared with the MC predictions. We define a control region in a subset of the data with the following requirements: we select events with three leptons, with the same p T thresholds as the ones used in the ttZ selection, that have two leptons forming an OSSF pair with |M( ) − M(Z)| < 10 GeV, less than two jets, and no b-tagged jets. Additionally p miss T is required to be greater than 30 GeV, and M T , constructed using this p miss T and the lepton not used in the M( ) calculation, is required to be greater than 50 GeV.
This selection provides a data sample that is expected to be 85% pure in WZ events. Figure 6 shows the number of events as a function of M T , lepton flavor, N j , and M( ). The expected background from nonprompt leptons is measured from data using the method described above. The other background contributions are obtained from simulation. We observe overall agreement between data and the total expectation in all four-lepton channels and also in the kinematic distributions. The ratio of the total observed yield to the predicted one is found to be 0.94 ± 0.07, where the uncertainty reflects only statistical sources. With this level of agreement between the data and MC prediction, we proceed without applying any corrections to the WZ prediction obtained from the simulation. The statistical uncertainty in the ratio is propagated to the final prediction. We also study possible mismodeling of the WZ + heavyflavor background at large b jet multiplicities. We find that the WZ contribution at high b jet multiplicities is mainly caused by the misidentification of light-flavor jets as b jets. The fraction of WZ events containing at least one b quark is predicted by the simulation to vary between 5 and 15% across all of the analysis categories. We apply scale factors to take into account the differences in b tagging efficiencies and misidentification probabilities between data and simulation [33, 34] . Once all the corrections are applied, we check the agreement between data and Z+jets simulated events as a function of N b in OSSF dilepton events consistent with the M(Z). Based on this study, we assign a 10% systematic uncertainty to the WZ background estimate, which covers the differences between data and expectations found in the control region. For the three-lepton analysis, an additional 20% uncertainty is introduced for regions with N j > 3. Other systematic uncertainties associated with the extrapolation from this control region to high N j or N b regions, such as jet energy scale and b tagging uncertainties, are considered separately.
Background due to t(t)X and other rare SM processes
The background events containing either multiple bosons or top quark(s) in association with a W, Z, or a Higgs boson are estimated from simulation scaled by their NLO cross section and normalized to the integrated luminosity. The backgrounds that have at least one top quark in final state, i.e. ttH, tWZ, tqZ, tHq, tHW, ttVV, and tttt, are denoted as t(t)X, while all others, i.e. WW, ZZ, Wγ * , Zγ * , WWW, WWZ, WZZ, ZZZ, are grouped into the rare SM processes category.
For background yields in the t(t)X category, we studied the theoretical and systematic uncertainties separately. The theoretical uncertainties for the inclusive cross section are around 10% [12, 39, 40] . Using the simulations, we study the effect of the changes made in renormalization and factorization scales (µ R and µ F ), as well as the uncertainties from choice in PDF in the phase-space region relative to this analysis. From these studies we deduce an additional theoretical uncertainty of 2%. On the experimental side, to account for the differences in the lepton-selection efficiencies, b jet identification efficiencies, mistagging rate between the simulation and the data, we apply scale factors to the predictions obtained from simulations, and assign systematic uncertainties associated with these scale factors. These experimental uncertainties are estimated in each analysis category (see Section 6) and are applied in addition to the above-mentioned 10% uncertainty in the yield.
The rate for the backgrounds from rare SM processes, except ZZ, are assigned an overall 50% systematic uncertainty. This is motivated by the fact that these processes are not yet measured at the LHC and the uncertainties associated with the absence of higher-order effects might be large in the phase-space region relevant to this analysis. For the ZZ background, the consis- tency between data and simulation is validated in a ZZ-dominated background region. The events are selected following the first four steps mentioned in Section 4.2, in the given selection sequence, requiring two OSSF lepton pairs with an invariant mass within a 20 GeV window of M(Z). The distributions of the expected and observed data yields in this ZZ enriched control region are shown in Fig. 7 . The ZZ control region, which is better than 95% pure in ZZ events, shows good agreement between data and simulation in events with extra jets. Based on this study in the four-lepton control region, as well as considering the studies done for the WZ background at high jet multiplicities, we assign a 20% systematic uncertainty. Additional experimental uncertainties, as previously described for the t(t)X and WZ backgrounds, are also applied to the ZZ background.
Signal acceptance and systematic uncertainties
The uncertainty in the integrated luminosity is 2.5% [41] . Simulated events are reweighted according to the distribution of the true number of interactions at each bunch crossing. The uncertainty in the total inelastic pp cross section, which affects the PU estimate, is 5% [42] and it leads to a 1-2% uncertainty in the expected yields.
We measure the trigger efficiencies in a data sample independent from the one used for the signal selection, as well as in simulation. These efficiencies are measured for each channel sep- arately and parametrized as a function of lepton p T and η. The overall efficiency for the SS dilepton channel is higher than 95% and that for the three-and four-lepton analyses is greater than 98%. The trigger efficiencies measured in simulation agree within 1% with the measurements in data, with an exception of the SS dimuon channel, in which the difference reaches 3%. The event yields in simulation are therefore scaled to match the trigger efficiencies in data. The systematic uncertainty due to this scaling is 2-4% depending on the channel.
Reconstructed lepton selection efficiencies are measured using a "tag-and-probe" method [43, 44] in bins of lepton p T and η, and are higher than 65 (96)% for electrons (muons). These measurements are performed separately in data and in simulation. The differences between these two measurements are typically around 1-4% per lepton, which corresponds to 3-7% for all leptons in the event. The systematic uncertainties related to this source vary between 2 and 7%.
Uncertainties in the jet energy calibrations are estimated by shifting the energy of jets in the simulation up and down by one standard deviation. Depending on p T and η, the uncertainty in jet energy scale changes by 2-5% [45, 46] . For the signal and backgrounds modelled through simulation, the resulting uncertainty is determined by the observed differences in yields with and without the shift in jet energies. The same technique is used to calculate the uncertainties caused by the jet energy resolution, for which the uncertainty is found to be 1-6%. These uncertainties are also propagated in the p miss T variable, and the resulting uncertainty in signal selection is found to be around 1%. The b tagging efficiency in the simulation is corrected using scale factors determined from data [33, 34] . These contribute with an uncertainty of about 2-5% on the predicted yields, which depend on p T , η and jet and b-tag multiplicity.
To estimate the theoretical uncertainties due to µ R and µ F choices, each of these parameters is varied independently up and down by a factor of 2, ignoring the anti-correlated variations. For the acceptance uncertainties, the envelope of the results is used as an uncertainty in each search bin, and found not to exceed 2%. The different replicas in the NNPDF30 PDF set [20] are used to estimate the corresponding uncertainty in acceptance, which is typically less than 1%.
The theoretical uncertainty in the cross sections for top quark (pair) production in association with a Higgs boson or a vector boson is 11% [1] . For the WZ and ZZ backgrounds, the overall uncertainty in the cross section is 10%, with additional uncertainties at large jet multiplicities. Rare SM processes are assigned a 50% systematic uncertainty. All of the experimental uncertainties described above are evaluated for each process in all analysis categories. A 20% systematic uncertainty is assigned to the charge-misidentified background. The uncertainty in the nonprompt lepton contribution in the SS dilepton and three-lepton analyses is 30%, for which the statistical uncertainty in the observed yields in the sideband region is also taken into account.
The theoretical uncertainties for individual backgrounds as well as the systematic uncertainties for the nonprompt background are uncorrelated, but correlated across the analysis categories. The different sources of experimental uncertainty are correlated across the analysis categories and among the background and signal predictions. The statistical uncertainties from the limited number of events in MC simulation and from the data events in the sideband regions are considered fully uncorrelated.
The impact of different sources of systematic uncertainty is estimated by fixing the nuisance parameter corresponding to each uncertainty one at a time and evaluating the decrease in the total systematic uncertainty. Uncertainties associated with the integrated luminosity, lepton identification, trigger selection efficiencies, nonprompt lepton, and t(t)X backgrounds have the greatest effect on both the ttW and the ttZ cross section measurements. The full set of systematic uncertainties is shown in Table 1 .
Results
As described in Section 4, the data are analyzed in three exclusive channels according to the number of leptons in the final state: SS dilepton, three-and four-lepton events. Each channel is further categorized according to the number of jets and b-tagged jets. The predicted SM background and signal yields, and the observed data are shown in Figs. 8 and 9, and in Tables  2-5 , for each of the above categories, respectively. In general, we find good agreement between the predicted yields and the observed data, except for some excess of events accumulated in the N j = 2, 3 and N b > 1 category of the three-lepton channel. Extensive studies were performed to ensure the robustness of the estimated background yields in this region. No hints of a missing or underestimated background were found; therefore, we attribute this excess to a statistical fluctuation in data. In Figs. 10 and 11, various kinematic distributions in the predicted and observed yields are presented in ttW and ttZ signal-enriched regions: SS dileptons with N j > 2 and N b > 1, and three-lepton events with N j > 2 and N b > 0, respectively.
The statistical procedure to extract the cross section is detailed in Refs. [47] [48] [49] [50] . The observed yields and background estimates in each analysis category, described in Section 4, and the sys- tematic uncertainties described in Section 6 are used to construct a binned likelihood function L(r, θ) as a product of Poisson probabilities of all bins. The parameter r is the signal-strength modifier and θ represents the full suite of nuisance parameters. The signal strength parameter r = 1 corresponds to a signal cross section equal to the SM prediction, while r = 0 corresponds to the background-only hypothesis.
The test statistic is the profile likelihood ratio, q(r) = −2L(r,θ r )/L(r,θ), and asymptotic approximation is used to extract the fitted cross section, the associated uncertainties, and the significance of the observation of the signal process [47] [48] [49] [50] , whereθ r reflects the values of the nuisance parameters that maximize the likelihood function for signal strength r. The quantitieŝ r andθ are the values that simultaneously maximize L. 
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Figure 11: Predicted signal and background yields, as obtained from the fit, compared to observed data in the three-lepton channel for events containing at least three jets and at least one b jet. From left to right: the lepton flavor and jet multiplicity (upper), p T of the leading jet and the lepton not used to form Z (central), and invariant mass of the OSSF lepton pair and p T of the reconstructed Z boson (lower). The last bin in each distribution includes the overflow events, and the hatched band shows the total uncertainty associated with the signal and background predictions, as obtained from the fit.
The measurement of the individual cross sections for ttW and ttZ is performed using the events in the SS dilepton, and the three-and four-lepton categories, respectively, while the ttW + (ttW − ) signal extraction is performed using the SS dilepton category with + + ( − − ). The summary of the expected and observed signal significances for each of these processes is given in Table 6 . We find an expected (observed) signal significance of 4.5 (5.3) standard deviations in the SS Table 2 : Predicted signal and background yields, as obtained from the fit, compared to observed data in the SS dilepton channel for the D < 0 region, i.e. the nonprompt lepton control region. The total uncertainty obtained from the fit is also shown.
136.5 ± 13.9 110.3 ± 11.3 57.3 ± 6.1 Total background 192.1 ± 15.6 137.7 ± 11.7 74.0 ± 6.4 ttW 13.1 ± 0.3 17.6 ± 0.3 13.8 ± 0.3 ttZ 1.6 ± 0.4 3.1 ± 0.7 4.4 ± 1.0 Total 206.8 ± 15.7 158.4 ± 11.8 92.3 ± 6.5 Observed 229 144 92 Table 3 : Predicted signal and background yields, as obtained from the fit, compared to observed data in the SS dilepton final state. The total uncertainty obtained from the fit is also shown.
18.1 ± 1.8 2.2 ± 0.4 0.5 ± 0.1 20.8 ± 1.9 17 3 1 8.3 ± 0.9 2.1 ± 0.4 0.5 ± 0.1 10.9 ± 0.9 9 >1
10.9 ± 1.1 3.5 ± 0.6 0.8 ± 0.1 15.2 ± 1.3 17
22.2 ± 2.0 7.6 ± 1.2 2.7 ± 0.4 32.5 ± 2.4 27
6.8 ± 0.9 2.0 ± 0.3 0.4 ± 0.1 9.2 ± 0.9 10 3 1 4.1 ± 0.6 1.6 ± 0.3 0.3 ± 0.1 6.1 ± 0.6 11 >1
7.8 ± 0.9 3.8 ± 0.6 0.7 ± 0.1 12.3 ± 1.1 10 >3 1 5.6 ± 0.7 2.9 ± 0.5 0.7 ± 0.2 9.2 ± 0.9 5 >1
15.3 ± 1.5 12.0 ± 1.9 3.2 ± 0.5 30.5 ± 2.5 32 5.4 ± 0.7 7.1 ± 1.2 1.0 ± 0.2 13.5 ± 1.4 10 >3 1 6.3 ± 0.8 5.6 ± 0.9 0.9 ± 0.2 12.8 ± 1.2 12 >1
16.5 ± 1.5 22.5 ± 3.7 3.1 ± 0.5 42.1 ± 4.0 46 dilepton channel, and 4.7 (4.5) standard deviations in the four-lepton channel, while in threelepton channel both the expected and the observed significances are found to be much larger than 5 standard deviations. The expected (observed) signal significances for ttW + and ttW − processes are calculated as well, being 4.2 (5.5) and 2.4 (2.3), respectively.
The measured signal strength parameters are found to be 1.23 10.6 ± 1.6 0.4 ± 0.1 41.0 ± 7.2 52.0 ± 7.4 54 Table 5 : Predicted signal and background yields, as obtained from the fit, compared to observed data in the four-lepton final state. The total uncertainty obtained from the fit is also shown. The measured cross sections for the ttW + and ttW − processes are:
The individual measured cross sections for ttW and ttZ, as well as the results of a simultaneous fit for these cross sections in all three analysis categories, SS dilepton, three-lepton, and four-lepton, are summarized in Fig. 12 . The corresponding 68 and 95% confidence level (CL) contours and intervals are also shown. The cross section extracted for ttZ from the simultaneous fit is identical to the one obtained from the individual measurement, while for ttW the simultaneous fit result is shifted down by about 6%, which is smaller than the total systematic uncertainty. This is because the fitted value for the nonprompt background contribution in the three-lepton channel is 9% higher than the nominal value, so the fitted nonprompt yields in the SS dilepton channel are higher in the combined fit compared to the one in the individual fit. 
Effective field theory interpretation
Within the framework of effective field theory, cross section measurements can be used to search for NP in a model-independent way at energy scales that are not yet experimentally accessible. Using this approach, the SM Lagrangian is extended with higher-order operators that correspond to combinations of SM fields. The extended Lagrangian is a series expansion in the inverse of the energy scale of the NP, 1/Λ [51] , hence operators are suppressed as long as Λ is large compared with the experimentally-accessible energy.
The effective Lagrangian is (ignoring the single dimension-five operator, which violates lepton number conservation [51] )
where L SM is the dimension-four SM Lagrangian, O i are dimension-six operators, and the ellipsis symbol represents higher-dimension operators. The dimensionless Wilson coefficients c i parameterize the strength of the NP interaction.
Assuming baryon and lepton number conservation, there are fifty-nine independent dimensionsix operators [52] . Thirty-nine of these operators were chosen for study in Ref. [53] because they include at least one Higgs field; the four-fermion operators were omitted. Constraints on the Wilson coefficients of some dimension-six operators have been reported in Refs. [2, 6, [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] .
To investigate the effects of NP on any given process, it is necessary to calculate the expected cross section as a function of the Wilson coefficients. The matrix element can be written as the sum of SM and NP components:
In this work, we consider one operator at a time. The cross section is proportional to the square of the matrix element, and has the following structure [57] :
The coupling structures s 0 , s 1i , and s 2i are constants which can be determined by evaluating the cross section for at least three values of c i . Note that while σ(c i ) is always quadratic, the minimum is not constrained to appear at the SM value (c i = 0), and in cases of destructive interference with the SM, it is possible to have σ SM+NP (c i ) < σ SM .
NP effects on ttW and ttZ are considered. Because ttH is sizeable background to ttW, and the NP effects on ttH are considered as well, as they cannot be disentangled from NP effects on ttW. The range of Wilson coefficient values to study is chosen such that |c i | < (4π) 2 [61] . The dimension-six operators are encoded using the the FeynRules [62] implementation from Ref. [53] , and we follow their notation and operator-naming scheme throughout this work. This implementation assumes flavor-independent fermion couplings. Because the W and Z boson couplings to light quarks are highly constrained by other measurements, i.e. inclusive W or Z cross section measurements, we removed all NP couplings to the first two generations. This modified implementation is used in MADGRAPH5 aMC@NLO [63] to evaluate the cross section σ SM+NP expected due to both SM and NP effects at LO, with no constraints on the number of allowed QCD or electroweak vertices, for 30 values of c i , with all other couplings set to their SM values. We then fit those points with a quadratic function (see Eq. (3)) to determine σ SM+NP (c i ).
The signal strength r ttZ (c i ) is defined as the ratio of σ SM+NP, ttZ (c i ) to σ SM+NP, ttZ (0), and similarly for ttW and ttH. We use this to construct a profile likelihood test statistic q(c i ). The likelihood statistic is maximized to find the asymptotic best fit c i , similarly to the procedure described in Section 7. Each coupling is profiled with the other couplings set to their SM values.
Of the thirty-nine operators in Ref.
[53], we choose not to consider operators that do not affect ttW, ttZ, or ttH. The expected 95% CL interval is calculated for the remaining 24 operators. We also exclude from consideration operators that produce large effects in better-measured processes for Wilson coefficient values to which our measurement is sensitive. To accomplish this, we require that the cross section for each of tt, WW, ZZ, WZ, and inclusive Higgs boson production is not modified by more than 70% within our expected 95% CL interval. Finally, we do not include any operators that produce a significant effect on background yields (as described in Section 5) other than ttH, as these can be studied more effectively in other signal regions. The expected CL intervals for the selected Wilson coefficients are summarized in Table 7 . Observed best fit values and CL intervals are summarized in Table 8 . For three representative operators, the calculated signal strengths r ttZ (c i ), r ttW (c i ), and r ttH (c i ) are shown in the left panels of Fig. 14 . The profile likelihood scan is presented in the center panels. In the right panels, results are shown in the σ ttZ versus σ ttW plane. The 68% and 95% contours are obtained by sampling randomly from the fitted covariance matrix and extracting the contours which enclose 68.27% and 95.45% of the samples. We remove any assumptions about the energy scale of the NP made in Ref. [53] and report the ratio c i /Λ 2 . In cases where σ SM+NP (c i ) has the same minimum for all three processes, the profile likelihood is symmetric around this point, and we present results for |c i − c i,min | to make this symmetry explicit. 
Summary
A measurement of top quark pair production in association with a W or a Z boson using protonproton collisions at 13 TeV is presented. The analysis is performed in the same-sign dilepton final state for ttW, and the three-and four-lepton final states for ttZ, and these three final states are used to extract the cross sections for ttW and ttZ production. In cases where new physics beyond the standard model modifies the expected ttZ cross section, the sensitivity is mainly determined by ttZ and the fit is able to match the observed excess in data. No operators were identified which provide an independent handle on ttW. The constraints presented, obtained by considering one operator at a time, are a useful first step toward more global approaches. [8] ATLAS Collaboration, "Measurement of the ttZ and ttW production cross sections in multilepton final states using 3.2 fb −1 of pp collisions at √ s = 13 TeV with the ATLAS detector", Eur. Phys. J. C 77 (2017) 40, doi:10.1140/epjc/s10052-016-4574-y, arXiv:1609.01599.
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